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Kerala has so many alluring tourism attractions to see and explore. It is the land of scenic
wonderments and no wonder; tourists from across the globe come there to enjoy the moments of
love and joy away from the hustle and bustle of the city life.

It is one of the most sought after destination and so tourists from across the globe come to enjoy the
moments of love with immense pleasure and delights. Well apart from the nature tour in Kerala, one
can also go for houseboat tours over the scenic and picturesque backwaters. Considered to be the
finest among all, the backwaters are truly the most incredible attractions that entice the heart of the
tourists from across the nook and corner of the globe. Here tourists can enjoy the houseboat cruise
with immense pleasure as well as visit to some of the exciting sightseeing spots and tourism
attraction with immense pleasure and delights.

On your Kerala honeymoon tours you can go for houseboats Kerala tours. Made out of eco-friendly
materials and wooden planks from Anjili trees, the houseboats Kerala are well organised and
outfitted with all the luxury equipments and materials that simply make the tour enjoyable and
memorable. So if you want to enjoy the luxury and comfort of the houseboat, you have to make the
booking much earlier.

Kerala houseboat packages are easily available so you can do the booking much in advance in
order to enjoy the services on the basis of first come first serve. These are the most important
features of Kerala houseboats and no wonder tourists after enjoy the houseboat journey carry home
back rich memories to relish in forever and ever.

There are quite few top backwater destinations where tourists can enjoy the houseboat tours with
immense pleasure and delight. Among those many backwaters, Kumarakom and Alleppey are
considered to be the finest one. The slow moving backwater over the houseboat takes tourists to
the world of wonderments offering incredible vistas that are truly spell binding and captivating.

Kumarakom is one of the finest among all the backwaters. The slow moving Kumarakom
houseboats over the picturesque backwater take tourists to the world of wonderments and offer
visitors to enjoy wonderful vacation with immense pleasure and delights. Along with the backwater
journey tourists can also go for tour to Kumarakom bird sanctuary where they can see various
species of birds enjoying to the fullest twittering delightfully.

Apart from Kumarakom, tourists can also go for Alleppey houseboat tours. Houseboats of Alleppey
are truly incredible and they are truly fascinating adorned with traditional charm and beauty that
fascinates holiday makers and vacationers from across the globe. Tourists can also enjoy
remarkable journey over the Alleppey houseboat, which offer incredible opportunity to enjoy
moments of sheer happiness and joy with immense pleasure and delights.

So plan a houseboat tours to Kerala and enjoy the vacation of lifetime away from the hustle and
bustle of the city life, enjoying the tranquillity and the picturesque view of the nature.
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